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Sistemi e relazioni

The universe, as far as we know, is composed of a system of
ever-changing relations, [. . . ] Nothing in it is fixed, all is flux.

M. F. Ashley Montagu

In the beginning is relation
Martin Buber



9/11: una risposta attenta alla relazione

“Questa guerra si mostra con
il volto di Bin Laden, del ter-
rorismo di Al Qaeda, delle ro-
vine del World Trade Center e
del Pentagono ma si tratta dei
sintomi. La malattia è lo scon-
tento che alberga nell’Islam e,
più generale, nel mondo dei po-
veri. Vincere la guerra significa
occuparsi delle radici di questa
protesta”.
(James Wolfensohn, President
of the World Bank)



9/11: una risposta che chiude alla relazione

“Americans are asking, why do they hate us? They hate what we
see right here in this chamber - a democratically elected
government. Their leaders are self-appointed. They hate our
freedoms - our freedom of religion, our freedom of speech, our
freedom to vote and assemble and disagree with each other.”

(George Bush addressing the Congress on the United States on the
response to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 20/09/01)



Una vittoria sfuggente



Assessments’ failures

I The complexity of the domestic Afghan reality: warlords,
corruption, . . .

I The openness of the system which made that the intervention
in Afghanistan, amplified by the media, greatly enhanced
al-Qaeda prestige and allure within the wider Muslim world

I The explosive mixture in the North African and Arab world
made by:

I very high growth of the populations
I growing education rate and narrowing of the gap between male

and female schooling
I very high unemployment rate, mainly among youths

which provides clues for understanding the attraction of
radical Islam with its promise to revert to the golden ages of
the Caliphate



Randomness: Clouds vs ClocksOf Clouds an Clocks

(Karl Popper, 1965)

AN APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM OF RATIONALITY AND THE FREEDOM OF MAN

venerdì 16 novembre 12

Karl Popper, “Of Clouds an Clocks - An Approach to the Problem
of Rationality and the Freedom of Man”, 1965



The Billiard Metaphor

“Units [state, individual or ethnic group] come first, then, like
billiard balls on a table, they are put into motion and their
interactions are the patterns we observe in political life.

[P. T. Jackson & D. H. Nexon, “Relations Before States:
Substance, Process and the Study of World Politics”, European
Journal of International relations 1999 5: 293]

The focus is on substances



Systems of Human Activities

I present a logic structure
defining internal relationships
and hierarchies

I their structure is partly the
result of chaotic processes and
partly of design, embedding
purposes

I are non deterministic, due to
the presence of human beings
with theirs values, their culture,
their free will, their goals

The focus is on processes and relations



Systems

Systems are not ontological entities. They are social constructs.

Systems are the result of choices about what should be inside and
what outside.

A system cannot be defined and understood outside a discursive
frame, that is, it is not language independent.



Open Systems

Systems of human activities are essentially ’open systems’,
entities that

(i) take inputs from the environment,

(ii) transform them,

(iii) and release them as outputs.



Systems: The issue of the Boundaries

The boundaries shape our image/model of the conflict and
determine our responses to the following crucial questions:

I which knowledge and which skills are needed to understand
and to analyze its behavior/development?

I whom among the actors and stakeholders shall be included in
the solution/transformation process?

I which contradictions shall be taken into account as being at
the root of the conflict?



Feedbacks: turning tactical victories into strategic defeats

In 1996, Israel scored an apparent victory in killing Yahya Ayyash
(the Engineer), Hamas’s master bomb-maker. That most likely
dented Hamas’s capabilities for some time, but it also contributed
to a renewed wave of bus bombings. The results were additional
terrorism victims in Israel, and the defeat of Peres in that year’s
election in favour of the hawkish Binyamin Netanyahu.

According to Byman (2011), Israel’s repressive measures against
the populations in the West Bank and Gaza may have helped in
catching or killing terrorists, but helped also in breeding more of
them.



von Bertalanffy’s epistemological conception of
“perspectivism”

I All scientific constructs are models representing only certain
aspects or perspectives of reality

I other perspectives are both valid and necessary, including
myth, poetry, and philosophy

I every model becomes dangerous only when it commits the
‘nothing-but’ fallacy



Emmanuel Lèvinas e il volto dell’altro

“Quando mi riferisco al volto, non intendo solo il colore degli
occhi, la forma del naso, il rossore delle labbra. Fermandomi qui io
contemplo ancora soltanto dei dati; ma anche una sedia è fatta di
dati. La vera natura del volto, il suo segreto sta altrove: nella
domanda che mi rivolge, domanda che è al contempo una richiesta
di aiuto e una minaccia.”


